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Designer Roller Shades have 
reinvented the traditional roller 
shade with modern styling and 
design. They offer excellent light 
control while providll7g a clean, 
stylish look for your home 

Style. With nearly 200 fabncs 
to choose from, select a fabric 
to fit your decor. Whether it's an 
elegant, tailored design, natural 
grass cfoth or a sophisticated 
silk-like fabric, there IS a roller 
shade to suit any taste 

_ The Dual Roller Shade option 
allows you to pair two fabrics of 
varying opacities on one cassette 
for optimum light control and an 
intriguing layered effect 

_ Add your decorative touch 
to your shade with a choice of 
designer tapes, decorative end 
caps or exposed faux wood slats. 

_ Our motonzed operatmg 
system, with remote control, 
wall switch or automatic timer, 
makes hard -to -reach windows 
a snap to operate. 
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feel
 
Our fabrics are grouped in three categories - Traditional, Natural and Soft - making it easy to 

find the style you prefer 

TRADITIONAL - ClassIc look, traditional feel. These fabrics are limeless choices that 

can stand alone or work well with top treatments and draperies 

NATURAL - Casual, comforlable in any selling The look of grass cloth, chenille and 

other natural elements blend effortlessly with your dEwar. 

SOFT - Elegant texture, gentle hand, luxurious colors - experience a new direction in roller 
shade fabrics 



if ...
 

SINGLE SHADE DUAL SHADE 

STeP 01 choose the shade typedesign 

FABRIC SELECTIO~I STANDARD TOP FABRIC-WRAPPED CASSETIE 

STEP 02 
select from fabulous designer fabrics 

STEP 03 
design the top 



STANDARD BOTIOM DECORATIVE END CAPS fAUX WOOD SLATS DESIGNER TP,PE TRIMS DECORATIVE HEMS WITH TRIM 

design the bottom 

J 
MOroRIZI':DSTANDARD LIfTING CORDLI':SS 

')Top 05 
choose a lifting system 



INSIDE MOUNT 

determine a mounting preference 

FOR AN INSIDE MOUNT - 8e sure the window opening is deep enough to 

install the mounting bracket. For standard shades you will need at least 1.5" for a 

minimum mounting depth. or 2 5" for a flush mount. For other shade types, please 

consult your dealer. 

1.	 Measure the width inside the window opening at the top, middle and bottom. 

Use the smallest measurement so the shade can function properly. 

2. Measure the height Inside the window opening at the left, right and center. 

3.	 Measure the window on the diagonal. If the two diagonal dimensions are not 

exactly the same, utilize an outside mount [or optimal light control and privacy 

4. Measure the window depth 

FOR AN OUTSIDE MOUNT - Measure the desired width and height The 

shade should overlap the window opening at least 2" on each side and at the 

bottom to minimize light gap 

OUTSiDE MOUNT 

OUTSIDE MOUNT 

NOTE: Measure the 
exact wlIJdow mtended 
for trle sr/ade, and do 
not assume any two 
wmdows are tfle same 
Use a 1" sleel tape 
measure 

DO NOT use clorn tape 
measures, as they tend 
to be Inaccurate. 
Measure to the nearest 
1/8" d"nenslon. Do not 
take any deductions 
Hunter Douglas Mtl 
make trle necessary 
adjustments. 

STEP 07 
take measurements 


